Lithium and suicidal behavior in major affective disorder: a case-control study.
A number of studies have suggested that lithium may be particularly effective in reducing suicide risks among patients with major affective disorders. The design of many of these studies left them open to biases associated with treatment compliance, however. Subjects were drawn from a naturalistic, long-term follow-up of patients with major affective disorders. Fifteen who committed suicide while receiving somatotherapy where matched to non-suicidal patients who were similarly receiving somatotherapy at the same point in follow-up. The same procedure was followed for 41 patients who made a serious suicide attempt during follow-up. Six (40.0%) of the patients who committed suicide, and eight (53.3%) of their controls, were thought to have been taking lithium in the preceding week. Among attempters and their controls, nine (22.0%) and eight (19.5%), respectively, were taking lithium. These results do not support previous suggestions that lithium has uniquely antisuicidal properties. Other existing datasets should be explored with this design to establish whether lithium does, or does not, offer special protection against suicide.